CCI RV Part Inquiry Form
Email us at info@customcylindersintinc.com
Phone: 800.779.5544
Fax: 859.744.5835

Contact Information
Name ____________________________
Address ________________________________________________________ *Unit#______________
Phone ___________________________________________  
Contact Grover Taylor Sr.

□ Stock Order
□ Coach Specific
*Unit#__________
*Model________
*Year__________
*Floor Plan________

***If possible please provide the Manufacturer’s Part number, a description of the part and the qty needed***

859.744.5544
We manufacture products for the RV industry. No minimum quantities to become a dealer and we also drop ship to your customers. www.socketjenie.com or www.customcylindersintinc.com

This is one of our examples that sell very well on the internet. The SOCKET JENIE family of sockets has a total of 10 designs. These sockets raise and lower the roof, on pop-up campers and require a ½” drill chuck. It is made from a single piece of steel, and has a special machined shank that will not slip in the drill chuck. Sockets we offer will fit Viking, Clipper, Rockwood, Venture, Coleman Pop-Up Campers, stabilizer jacks, & many more.

CUSTOM CYLINDERS INTERNATIONAL INC. Custom Cylinders International, Incorporated, is a hydraulic cylinder manufacturer, manufacturing custom designed hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders for specialized or engineered equipment. Examples of use include recreational vehicle slide outs, RV leveling systems for motor homes, raising pop up camper roofs, automotive lifts, log splitters, farm equipment, and hospital equipment. Additional products are paintball barrels, recreational vehicle stabilizing jack sockets, and tobacco baler systems. Product trade names sold by Custom Cylinders International Inc. include the Roof Jenie hydraulic systems, Socket Jenie sockets, Level Jenie Levelers, and the Cool Cleeve from MICO.

**Please include as much available information as possible as it will help us locate your parts in a more efficient and timely manner***

***FOR INTERNAL USE ONLY***